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Which unit would you use to measure how much soda is left in your glass? a) mL b) kg c) m d) cm2 

The GPS indicated the car was traveling in a westward direction.  a) observation  b) inference 

After scientists analyze the results of their experiments, they ____. 

a) form hypotheses b) include a control c) communicate the results d) choose variables to test 

What do scientists use to save time and money by testing ideas that would otherwise be difficult to test quickly or 

easily? a) biases b) models c) conclusions d) variables 

True or False Science is related to very few areas of our everyday lives. 

Which type of research is preformed when it is not possible to carry out an experiment? 

When using the eye wash, to adequately clean the eye you should _____. 

a) blink many times b) hold your eye open c) roll your eyes around d) make sure to get a drink 

Which unit would you use to measure the height of your BFF? a) mL b) kg c) m d) cm2 

Remain in your area until you receive _____ from your instructor to leave.  

All of the following should be avoided when doing scientific experiments EXCEPT _____. 

a) loose clothing b) open toed shoes c) following directions d) tripping hazards 

True or False? The more trials you run of an experiment, the more invalid your results are. 

 

Match each word from the word bank to the statement that describes it best.  Not all answers will be used. 

a) Inference b) Observation c) Measurement d) Variable e) Unit 

f) Data table g) Technology h) Bias i) Trial j) Control 

k) Random l) Classification m) Prediction   

 
_____ 33) Information collected through the senses. 

_____ 33) Applying science to create tools and products. 

_____ 34) Deduction based on observations. 

_____ 35) Used by scientists to communicate information. 

_____ 36) Grouping items together based on certain properties. 

_____ 37) A prejudiced or predetermined opinion. 

_____ 38) A single run of an experiment. 

_____ 39) Experimental group treated like other experimental groups except no variable is used. 

_____ 40) A factor in an experiment that can change. 

_____ 41) Making a logical inference about a future event based on past experience or evidence. 

 
Place the steps of the scientific method in the correct order. 
Conclusion Hypothesis State the problem Communicate data Record data Test hypothesis 

 


